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Step back in time with these 31 beautifully illustrated pages of styles from the 1950s, perfect for

adult coloring. Add vibrant color to a terrific variety of outfits, from full skirts that accentuate tiny

waistlines to cardigans and capri pants as well as men's attire for both business and casual wear.

Illustrations are printed on one side of the perforated pages for easy removal and display. Specially

designed for experienced colorists, Fabulous Fashions of the 1950s and other Creative HavenÂ®

adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also

an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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Over 30 Fabulous Fashions to ColorStep back in time with these 31 beautifully illustrated pages of

styles from the 1950s. Add vibrant color to a terrific variety of outfits, from full skirts that accentuate

tiny waistlines to cardigans and capri pants as well as men's attire for both business and casual

wear.Specially designed for experienced colorists, Creative HavenÂ® coloring books offer an

escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment.Perforated pages printed on one side only for

easy removal and display.Find your true colors with Creative HavenÂ® and hundreds of other

coloring books: www.doverpublications.com/CreativeHaven



Ming-Ju Sun has worked in fashion advertising as an illustrator, art director, and photographer. Her

original illustrations for Garfinckel's department store, along with her original drawings from Dover's

Fashions of the First Ladies Coloring Book, are archived at the Smithsonian's National Museum of

American History.

I love Ming-Ju Sun's fashion coloring books from Creative Haven and from Dover. I am really glad to

see a more modern fashion book as most of my other ones are from much older periods. I am

reminded of playing Barbie and Ken with my older sisters when I look at these fashions. While it was

much later than the 1950's we still had fashions from that period in our toy boxes. I am also

reminded quite a bit of watching Ã¢Â€ÂœHappy DaysÃ¢Â€Â•. I know that I will have a lot of fun both

coloring them and thinking back to my memories. It's funny how stylish and chic the styles look even

today.There are 31 designs in this coloring book which are printed on bright white perforated paper

that is a fairly heavy stock. The designs are printed on one side of the page only. The binding is

glued but that isn't an issue with Creative Haven because of the great perforated pages. All of the

designs stop well before the bound edge. The designs all have Ã¢Â€ÂœframesÃ¢Â€Â• around them

which creates a natural stopping point for my coloring. I really appreciate this care in design as it

saves me ink and gives my finished project a more polished look.All of my gel pens and markers

bleed through on Creative Haven books to varying degrees (some wick right through while others

leave a Ã¢Â€ÂœshadowÃ¢Â€Â• of color on the backside. Not a problem as the back of each page is

blank so no other design will be ruined. My preference is to use chipboard but I can use

heavyweight paper or card stock below the page I am working on (if I am keeping it in the book) or

under the page if I remove it from the book.

I love this coloring book...so many wonderful pages of fashions of the 50s...I am attaching a couple

of pictures that I have colored...I know you will love this book also! The pictures are on perforated

pages with only picture per page.

Love this book for several reasons. I'm grew up in the 50's so can relate to and love the pictures.

The pictures are ones that can be completed quickly. Some of my books take a week to complete a

picture. This book is great when I need quick and satisfying stress relief! Other great and fun books

by this company are Enchanted Fairies and Steampunk

I am having fun using my gel pens and colored pencils on this. Nothing has seeped through, but if



you are going to use markers of any type, I would put something between the pages so it doesn't

seep through. The pages are thicker than what I thought, so that is good.

Great fun. Much like the coloring books you had as a child. The pages are perforated so lay flat for

coloring. Both men and women to color. Backgrounds are not too detailed, plants or flowers. At least

one with windows. Some have none at all. Many of the clothes are patterned. Really enjoying the

hairstyles, clothes and fashions. Pages are double sided which has not been a problem with my

prismacolor pencils. Also nice white paper. Easy, relaxing and perfect when you don't have the time

or desire to overwhelming detail.

Really enjoying this book, but this is not 50's fashion as I remember it. And none of the men has a

crewcut - nearly universal after the war. One who might have ducktails. Not a cardigan or sweater to

be seen. Shoes were pretty authentic, but only one pair saddle shoes & no real bobby sox. Only

one pair of glasses on a man & 2 pair sunglassses also on men. Not one poodle skirt. No hoop

skirts.Figures mannequin-like, but remind me of making my own paper dolls & creating clotges for

them in 50's.Despite caveats, have ordered 3 other books by Sun. Just was there & most of clothes,

except suits, not authentic. I like the way she draws & enjoy playing with color.It is fun to color

though. My other books don't have people in them & , though these are mannequin-like, I don't

really care. Reminds me of making my own paper dolls in the 50's & creating clothes for them. I've

ordered a nStill this book is fun to color.

This was without a doubt the best book to color. Living during the 50's helped so much in deciding

how to color each picture. I wish there were more books like this or editions of this book. I bought

the book before I saw the movie "Brooklyn" and once I saw the movie, I just couldn't wait to start

coloring. I love the way the artist drew the faces because I was actually able to color the eyes, put

on eye shadow and even contour the cheeks. Ming-Ju Sun is a wonderful artist and creates pictures

exactly like I love to color, especially this book. If you lived through the 50's you'll have a blast

coloring this. It brought back memories for me and I just felt like it put me back in time. I also loved

the flowers in the pics and, of course, I have to add that I love the pics that are already colored or

partially colored so you can get some ideas on different ways to color the picture Really loved

seeing the 50 fashions again.

Not as fun as I thought it would be. Too many similar pages. I would have preferred some more



pictures of people doing things rather than just mannequins.
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